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Computer Gaming Technologies, though not typically used in tactical applications, provide mature capabilities that are a natural fit to meet the Situational Awareness requirements of an integrated Command and Control system. Real-time Situational Awareness is key in the ability to engage Time-Sensitive Targets (TST). The Tactical Target Analysis and Prediction System (TTAPS), now under development, uses gaming technologies to provide the ability to support strikes on mobile targets by Tomahawk Missiles through improved mission planning, optimized sensor (e.g., UAV) search routes, target movement prediction, and tracking of time-sensitive/mobile targets in a rapidly changing tactical environment. TTAPS will provide the ability to visualize the spatial relationships between the sensors used to detect the target, the weapon employed against the target, threats to the weapon, the movement of the target, and the battlespace itself, which includes the terrain and weather conditions. This paper discusses the TTAPS development program, along with details of the selection and implementation of the underlying technologies.